Abstract: Many communities are implementing smart growth initiatives. Smart growth is about helping every town and city become a more economically prosperous, more socially equitable, and more environmentally sustainable place to live in. This task is more important than ever because the world is rapidly urbanizing.
Introduction
The world is urbanizing rapidly nowadays, which results in more and more percentage of the world's population being added to the urban population. It is crucial to ensure cities to become more economically prosperous, socially equitable, and environmentally sustainable places to live in. The problem is to define a matrix to measure the success of the smart growth of a city, which makes sense to begin by designing a series of parameters to describe a city. Therefore, the quantitative calculation to cities becomes possible. Then, evaluation standard should be designed to make it clear whether a city is sustainable or not. Scientificity test is essential to prove that our evaluation system is reasonable and results are convincing and realistic.
Model Building

Define Evaluation Factors Set
are the factors which could evaluate the level of sustainability of a city. Those factors are traffic saturation degree, average GDP, housing ownership rate, employment rate, average green area and density of building.
Define Evaluation Rank Set
Suppose are the ranks of the factors above. The number of the rank is equal to four.
Standard processing to evaluation indexes is based on the following formula:
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The of the first and the fourth ranks have the unique maximum and minimum, while the others have a certain range. In this case, can be regarded as the average of its range.
Establish Judgment Matrix
We can obtain the membership degree of each factor based on the membership function. Then, we acquire the single factor evaluation set for each factor: } , ,
In view of the seven factors, we can get a matrix for each city which is going to be evaluated. And this matrix is the fuzzy relationship for each city from U to V.
Normalization processing to this matrix, then .
Calculate the Single Factor Weight
We can obtain the weight matrix by using AHP arithmetic.
In this way, we get the weight vector of the six factors. 
Fuzzy Composite Operation
Membership vector can be calculated by using weight matrix A and fuzzy relationship matrix R.[1]
Comprehensive Evaluation
Design rank vector C= T 4) 6, 8, (10, , hence, we can get the final comprehensive evaluation result:
P is a certain value for each city. It can reflect the comprehensive level of a city. The higher the P is, the more sustainable the city is. [2] 
Model Testing
To ensure the scientificity of our evaluation procedure, we take Bellevue, Washington as example to test our evaluation system. From this result, we come to the conclusion that this city is sustainable, which is accord with the fact. Afterwards, we have the reason to believe that our evaluation procedure is scientific and the evaluation result is convincing.
Conclusion
The factors which could describe the city are traffic saturation degree, average GDP, housing ownership rate, employment rate, average green area and density of building. It is reasonable that we believe these factors could describe the city adequately after testing. 
